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Abstract-- In this paper, we study the joint source-

channel coding of object-based video, and propose a data 
hiding scheme that improves the video error resilience by 
adaptively embedding the shape and motion information in 
the texture data. Within a rate-distortion theoretical 
framework, the source coding, channel coding, data 
embedding, and decoder error concealment are jointly 
optimized based on the knowledge of transmission channel 
conditions. The problem is solved using Lagarangian 
relaxation and dynamic programming. Experimental results 
indicate that the proposed hybrid source-channel coding 
scheme significantly outperforms methods without data 
hiding or unequal error protection. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Wireless video communications require advanced video 
compression techniques due to the limitations of 
transmission bandwidth and energy. However, these 
techniques make the coded bitstream very sensitive to 
channel errors. In this paper, we consider how to conduct 
forward error correction (FEC) in both the source coding 
and the channel coding to reach the best quality of error 
resilience, because the alternative approach, automatic 
repeat request (ARQ) is not feasible for real-time video 
communications due to the retransmission delay. 
In the source coding, an effective way to stop temporal 
error propagation is to code the frames or macroblocks in 
intra-mode periodically. In [1-3], optimal rate-distortion 
schemes have been proposed to optimally determine the 
number of intra coded macroblocks and their spatial 
locations based on the knowledge of the transmission 
channel conditions. Another way is to provide supportive 
information to improve the decoder’s ability in error 
concealment. Data hiding (or data embedding) techniques 
[4] are good examples that have attracted much attention 
recently, which hide redundancies of some important 
information, such as edge information and motion vectors,  
into the coded bitstream for future error concealment 
purpose. [5] embedded redundant information for 
protecting motion vectors and coding modes of current 
frame into the motion vectors of next frame. In [6] the 
block type and major edge direction of content blocks of 
an image was embedded into the DCT coefficients of 
another block. [7] and [8] embedded one or several copies 
of an approximation version of the original frame inside 
the frequency coefficients, and [9] embedded the edge 
information for I-frame, and the motion information, the 

reference frame, the code modes, and the error 
concealment strategy for P-frame. 
Channel coding involves the insertion of redundant bits 
into the bitstream to make it possible to detect and correct 
errors. Recently, joint source-channel coding [10] is 
widely studied and a practical solution is to keep the 
source and channel coder separate but optimize their 
parameters jointly [11]. In [12], a hybrid method for lossy 
video communications was proposed that combines data 
hiding and channel coding. This work considers data 
hiding impact in the optimization, however, neither the 
source coding parameters is included, nor the data hiding 
is adaptive. 

Object-based video representation comes up recently 
following the increasing request of content-based 
interactivity. In this model, the video data is composed of 
shape, motion and texture information, which have 
completely different stochastic characteristics and bit rate 
proportion. A rate-distortion optimal source-coding 
scheme was proposed in [13] for solving the bit allocation 
problem, which concludes that for some applications, the 
shape may have a stronger impact on video quality than 
texture. This directly motivates the unequal protection of 
the shape and texture components in video encoding and 
transmission. However, so far, there is very limited work 
reported in the joint source-channel coding for object-
based video. One important reason is that arbitrarily 
shaped video objects make the video processing and 
transmission very complicated. In this paper, we propose 
a general rate-distortion optimal source-channel scheme 
for object-based video communications. The rest of the 
paper is organized as follows. Section II provides an 
overview of data hiding techniques used in video coding. 
In Section III, the problem of joint source-channel coding 
for object-based video communications is formulated. 
Section IV provides the optimal solution to the problem 
by using Lagrangian relaxation and dynamic programming. 
In Section V, some implementation details are 
demonstrated and experimental results are presented. We 
draw conclusions in the last section.  
 

II. DATA HIDING FOR VIDEO ENCODING 
 

A. General overview 
Data hiding [4] has been widely used in a lot of 
applications, such as copyright protection, and secure 



transmission applications. An outstanding feature of data 
hiding scheme is that it enables the possibility of the 
retrieval of hidden informtion even without the 
availability of the original host signal. The general data 
hiding scheme is shown in Fig. 1, where at the sender side, 
a binary sequence m is embedded in the host signal 
sequence x to form a signal sequence y; After transmitted 
over an noisy channel, the signal y could be corrupted and 
becomes ŷ  at the receiver. The decoder extracts the 
estimated embedded signal m̂  and reconstructs signal x̂  
from signal ŷ . 
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where p is the AC coefficient and b is the embedded bit. 

The data extraction is quite straightforward, which can be 
represented by 

( , ) ( ) mod 2Extract p b p b= − .                              (5) 

B. Hiding shape/motion in texture for MPEG-4 video 

In MPEG-4, data partitioned packetization scheme is 
applied to increase the error resilience. In this scheme, the 
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can be used to conceal the corrupted texture. However, 
since the decoding of the texture partition is relied on the 
information stored in the shape partition, such as texture 
motion vector, texture coding mode, and shape BAB type, 
the whole packet will be discarded when the shape data is 
corrupted, even if the texture data is correctly received. 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Data partitioned bitstream syntax for P-VOP 
In this work, we consider to embed some information of 
shape and motion partition into the texture data to make it 
self-decodable. Thus the texture data can be used even if 
the shape partition is corrupted. In addition, the embedded 
shape and motion data could also help to paritally recover 
the lost shape and motion paritition. In Fig. 2, the BAB 
type, COD, texture coding mode, and CBPC are critical 
information for the decoding of texture. Besides these, the 
motion vector and shape data can also be embedded. 
Normally, the amount of embedded information is 
restricted by the slots for embedding and also its impact 
on the texture distortion. Thus, an adaptive embedding 
scheme is helpful in which the embedded information is 
divided into several levels, and let the encoder to decide 
the level of information for embedding. In this work, we 
use odd-even method, which can guarantee the correct 
extraction of the embedded information, although the 
embedding capacity is further reduced to the number of 
non-zero DCT coefficients. 

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION 
 

In this paper, we jointly consider the source coding, 
channel coding, data embedding and error concealment 
within a rate-distortion optimization framework. By 
selecting source coding and channel coding parameters 

Bab_type CR ST BAC COD MCBPC

AC_pred Motion Marker DC AC

MVDs

MVD CBPY 



and the level of data embedding, our goal is to minimize 
the total expected distortion given the frame bit budget, 
which can also be represented by 

Minimize E[Dtot], Subject to R ≤ Rbudget,              (6) 

where E[Dtot] is the expected total distortion for the frame, 
R is the total bit rate (including source and channel coding 
rate) for a frame, and Rbudget is the bit budget for the frame. 

A. System model 

We consider an MPEG-4 [16] compliant object-based 
video application, where the data hiding mentioned above 
is applied. In the encoding, the VOP is divided into 16x16 
macro blocks, which are numbered in raster scan order 
and divided into groups (rows) called packets. Each 
packet is independently decodable; that is, each packet 
has enough information for decoding and is independent 
of other packets and their related information. This 
guarantees that a single bit error only affects the decoding 
of a single packet. Let I be the number of packets in the 
given frame and i be packet index. For each macroblock, 
both shape coding parameters and texture coding 
parameters are specified. We use Siµ  and Tiµ  to denote 
the shape and texture coding parameters for all the 
macrobocks in the ith packet, and ( )Si SiB µ  and ( )Ti TiB µ  
the corresponding total number of bits used to encode 
these partitions. Let us denote by iθ  the embedding level 
for the ith packet, and the total number of bits used to 
encode the texture partition in the ith packet is denoted by 

( , )
i iT T iB µ θ′ .  

B. Channel model 

In wireless channels, harsh conditions often present with 
high bit error rates (BER) (on the order of 10-1 to 10-3 
BERs), thus the channel coding is needed to bring the 
aggregated BER down to a level so that the error resilient 
tools at the decode can be effective. In this work, we 
apply channel coding separately on shape and texture 
partitions. Since there are a number of channel coding 
approaches available, without loss of generality, let us 
denote by 

iSr and 
iTr , respectively, the channel code rate 

for shape and texture of the ith packet, thus the total bit 
rate for the frame can be represented by 

1
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We assume the burst errors can be converted into random 
errors with pre-interleaving [11], thus the bit error is the 
focus. Let us denote by Siρ  the probability of corruption 
of the ith shape data, and Tiρ  the probability of corruption 
of the ith texture partition. Clearly, 
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where pe is the BER at the decoder, which is usually 
smaller than the channel bit error rate. It is observable 
from Eq. (8) that the value of 

Siρ  highly depends on 

( )Si SiB µ  and 
iSr , that is, either increasing source coding 

bit rate or increasing channel coding bit rate will cause the 
increase of the probability of partition error. 

C. Expected distortion 

We assume that the transmitter knows the channel 
condition. Thus, the distortion at the receiver is a random 
variable. Let E[Di] represents the expected distortion at 
the receiver for the ith packet. So, 

, ,[ ] (1 )(1 ) [ ] (1 ) [ ]i Si Ti R i Si Ti LT iE D E D E Dρ ρ ρ ρ= − − + − +  

     , ,(1 ) [ ] [ ],Si Ti LS i Si Ti L iE D E Dρ ρ ρ ρ− +             (9) 

where E[DR,i] is the expected distortion for the ith packet 
if both the shape and texture partitions are received 
correctly at the decoder, E[DLT,i] is the expected distortion 
if the texture partition is corrupted, E[DLS,i] is the 
expected distortion if the shape partition is corrupted, and 
E[DL,i] is the expected distortion if both the partitions are 
corrupted. Clearly, E[DR,i] depends only on the source 
coding parameters for the packet, while E[DLT,i], E[DLS,i] 
and E[DL,i] may also depend on the embedding level and 
the decoder concealment strategy. 

Note that the problem formulation and solution approach 
presented in this paper are general. Therefore, the 
techniques developed here are applicable to various 
concealment strategies used by the decoder. The only 
assumption we make is that the concealment strategy is 
also known at the encoder. In our experimental results we 
use the expected mean squared error (MSE), as is 
commonly done in the literature [3].   
Now, the optimization problem (6) can be rewritten as 

{ , , , , }
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IV. OPTIMAL SOLUTION 
 

In this section, we present an optimal solution for problem 
(10). We use the Lagrange multiplier method to relax the 
bit rate constraint. The relaxed problem can then be 
solved using a shortest path algorithm.  
The Lagrangian relaxation method leads to a convex hull 
approximation to the constrained problem (10). Let U be 
the set of all possible decision vectors ui for the ith packet 



(i=1,2, …,I), where ( , , , , )
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a Lagrangian cost function 
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where λ  is the Lagrange multiplier. It can easily be 
derived from [17] that if there exists a pair *λ  such that 

*
* arg[min ( )]

u
u J uλ= , which leads to R=Rbudget, then u* is 

also an optimal solution to (10). Therefore, the task of 
solving (10) is converted into an easier one, which is to 
find the optimal solution to the unconstrained problem 

1
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Most decoder concealment strategies introduce 
dependencies among packets. For example, if the 
concealment algorithm uses the motion vector of the 
above macroblock to conceal the lost macroblock, then it 
would cause the calculation of the expected distortion of 
the current packet to depend on its previous packet. 
Without loss of the generality, we assume that the 
concealment strategy will cause the current packet to 
depend on its previous a packets ( 0a ≥ ). To implement 
the algorithm for solving the optimization problem (12), 
we define a cost function Gk(uk-a,…, uk), which represents 
the minimum total cost, delay and distortion up to and 
including the kth packet, given that uk-a,…,uk are decision 
vectors for the (k-a)th to kth packets. Therefore, GI(uI-a,…, 
uI) represents the minimum total cost, delay and distortion 
for all the packets of the frame, and thus  

,...,
min ( ) min ( ,..., )

I a I
I I a Iu u u

J u G u uλ
−

−= .                          (13) 

The key observation for deriving an efficient algorithm is 
the fact that given a+1 decision vectors uk-a-1, …, uk-1 for 
the (k-a-1)th to (k-1)th packets, and the cost function     
Gk-1(uk-a-1,…,uk-1), the selection of the next decision vector 
uk is independent of the selection of the previous decision 
vectors u1, u2, …, uk-a-2. This is true since the cost function 
can be expressed recursively as 

{
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The recursive representation of the cost function above 
makes the future step of the optimization process 
independent from its past step, which is the foundation of 
dynamic programming. The problem can be converted 
into a graph theory problem of finding the shortest path in 
a directed acyclic graph (DAG) [17]. The computational 
complexity of the algorithm is O(I × |U|a+1) (|U| is the 
cardinality of U), which depends directly on the value of a. 
For most cases, a is a small number, so the algorithm is 
much more efficient than an exhaustive search algorithm 
which has exponential computational complexity.  

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 

In this section, experiments are designed to demonstrate 
the advantages of using data hiding, and using the hybrid 
scheme that joins source coding and channel coding. We 
first present the implementation details such as error 
concealment and expected distortion calculations, and 
then report the experimental results. 

A. Implementation details 

The error concealment strategy in our simulations is 
described as the follows: If only one partition is corrupted, 
it can be recovered from the other partition, for example, 
the texture data can be recovered from the motion vector 
stored in the shape partition., and the shape data can be 
recovered from the data embedded in the texture DCT 
coefficient. However, if the whole packet is corrupted, 
motion vectors of neighbor macroblocks will be used for 
data recovery. 

The way to calculate the expected end-to-end distortion is 
almost the same as the method described in [3]. The only 
difference comes from the inclusion of the data 
embedding. In the following, we show an example of how 
to calculate the expected pixel value for the case that 
shape and texture are both intra-coded, details for other 
cases are omitted here due to lack of space. Let us denote 
by j

ns�  ( j
ns� =0 for transparent or 1 for opaque block) and 

j
nt�  the corresponding shape and texture component of 

reconstructed pixel j in VOP n, then,  

1
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where ˆ j
ns and ˆ j

nt  are the encoder reconstructed shape and 
texture of the jth pixel, and  pixel j in frame n is predicted 
by pixel m in frame n-1 if the motion vector is available, 
otherwise is predicted by pixel k if the concealment 
motion vector is available; the value of nξ  depends on the 
embedding level, for example, when no information is 
embedded, 

1 11 1 1 1(1 ) [ ] [ ]s t s t

i i

k k j j
n S n n S n nE s t E s tξ ρ ρ

− −− − − −= − +� �� � ,  

otherwise if the shape data is embedded, ˆˆ s tj j
n n ns tξ ′= , 

where ˆ j
ns′  is the encoder reconstructed shape from 

embedded information in texture. The subscript s and t of 
ks, kt, ms, and mt in above equations are used to distinguish 
shape from texture, because the motion vector or 
concealment motion vector of shape could be different 
from that of texture. 

To facilitate adaptive embedding, we propose five 
embedding levels, that is, (0) No embedding; (1) Embed 



critical information only; (2) Embed critical information, 
and motion vectors; (3) Embed critical information and 
lossy shape; (4) Embed critical information, motion vector, 
and lossy shape. The embedding mode itself is also 
embedded. Here, the lossy shape means a lower-resolution 
4x4 bitmap of the original 16x16 BAB. 
Our simulations are based on MPEG-4 VM18.0 [16]. The 
available Intra mode quantizers are of step size 2, 4, 6, 8, 
10, 14, 18, 24 and 30, and the available Inter mode 
quantizers are of step size 1, 3, 7, 11, 15, 19, 25 and 31. 
The texture component of each macroblock can be coded 
as INTRA or INTER mode. The shape can be coded as 
transparent, opaque or boundary mode. For each boundary 
BAB, the scan type and resolution (conversion ratio of 1, 
1/2 or 1/4) are also selected. The Inter-mode shape coding 
has not been considered here because it violates the 
assumption that each packet is independently decodable. 

       
(a) PSNR=37.31dB, Rate=5758 (b) PSNR=23.08dB 

       
  (c) PSNR=37.19dB, Rate=5832  (d) PSNR=25.54dB 

Figure 3. Reconstructed the 16th “Children” frame  

B. Experimental results  
We first demonstrate the advantage of the scheme of 
“hiding shape/motion in texture” with a simple example 
shown in Fig. 3. We encode the “Children sequence” and 
transmit it over a noisy wireless channel. During the 
transmission, the shape partition of the 3rd packet (3rd row 
of macroblocks) of the 16th frame (as shown in Fig. 3(a)) 
is corrupted, and thus the whole packet is discarded and a 
concealment strategy is called to recover the data by using 
its neighbor’s motion vector (as shown in Fig. 3(b)). 
Figures 3(c) and 3(d) show the cases corresponding to 3(a) 
and 3(b) when the proposed data hiding scheme is applied. 
Clearly, the embedding of shape and motion information 
only increase the bit rate slightly and cause a very slight 
reduces in texture quality. However, the embedded 
information is very helpful in improving the concealed 
image quality. After the embedded lossy shape being 

extracted and used to recover the lost shape, the PSNR of 
the reconstructed image is increased by up to 2.5dB.  
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Figure 4.  Comparison the method using data hiding and 

the method without data hiding 
In the next experiment, we consider the advantage of 
using adaptive data hiding scheme in the source coding. 
We encode the first 80 frames of the “Children” sequence 
and transmit them (without channel coding) over the 
wireless channels with BER=10-3. Two approaches with 
optimal source coding are compared in Fig. 4, one uses 
adaptive data hiding and the other does not. As expected, 
the method using adaptive data hiding outperformed the 
other, however, it starts to gain until the bit rate is larger 
than a certain number (in this case rate>2400). At the low 
bit rate end, the two approaches have the same 
performance. This is reasonable because when bit rate is 
low, the texture data are coded in a coarse visual quality 
and generates not enough non-zero DCT coefficients for 
embedding purpose. When the bit rate increases, there is 
more slots in the DCT coefficients for embedding, and 
thus show the benefits of using data hiding. In the 
experiment, we also found that the gain of using adaptive 
data hiding decreases when a channel with smaller BERs 
are used, which is easy for understanding. 

In the third experiment, we consider the advantage of joint 
source-channel coding. We compare three approaches, (1) 
EEP method, where the shape and texture partition within 
a packet are equally protected (by channel coding) but 
different packet is allowed to be unequally protected; (2) 
UEP method, where the shape and texture partitions are 
unequally protected by channel coding; (3) Hybrid 
method, where the shape and texture partition are 
unequally protected by channel coding, and the shape and 
motion data are allowed to be embedded into the texture 
data with various levels. The data hiding is not used in 
EEP and UEP methods, but source coding parameters are 
optimized for all these methods. In the simulation, we use 
an RCPC channel code with generator polynomials 
(133,171), mother code rate 1/2, and puncturing rate P=4. 
This mother rate is punctured to achieve the 4/7, 2/3, and 
4/5 rate codes. At the receiver, soft Viterbi decoding is 



used in conjunction with BPSK demodulation. We present 
experiments on Rayleigh fading channels, and the channel 
parameter is defined as 

0

bESNR
N

α= . The bit error rates 

for the same simulation can be found in [18].  
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Figure 5. R-D curves for Children sequence 

We encode the first 80 frames of the “Children” sequence 
and transmit them over the simulated wireless channels 
with SNR=6dB. The experimental results for the three 
approaches are shown in Fig. 5. UEP method 
outperformed EEP at lower bit rate (when rate is lower 
than 6000) because it can use more channel bits to protect 
shape data, which has a stronger impact on the decoded 
video quality.  However, When the bit rate goes up, the 
probability of partition corrupted become larger and 
larger, in order to control the error, both UEP and EEP 
methods are forced to choose the channel rate=4/7 for 
channel coding, which corresponds to the smallest bit 
error rate. An interesting observation is that data hiding 
works well when bit rate is higher enough that there is 
enough DCT coefficients available for embedding shape 
and motion information. This way, the hybrid method 
inherits the virtue from both UEP and data hiding, and 
thus makes it work well for all ranges of the bit rate. In the 
experiments, we found that the advantage of proposed 
method reduces when the channel condition gets better. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, a hybrid source-channel coding scheme is 
proposed for wireless object-based video communications. 
In the source coding, an adaptive data hiding method is 
adopted to embed shape and motion information into 
texture DCT coefficients for decoder concealment 
purpose. The level of embedding is jointly optimized with 
the selection of source coding parameters and channel 
coding rates to achieve the minimum expected distortion. 
Experimental results indicate that the hybrid scheme 
inherits virtues from both data hiding and joint source-
channel coding, which makes it significantly outperform 
other approaches. 
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